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FOREWORD
I think I just found my dream girl... but
then again, I said that about the last 50
girls too.
Just a few hours ago, we were having
a casual conversation over drinks...
Now she's naked in my bedroom...
wearing a leather collar... crawling on
her hands and knees in front of me...
And I'm holding her leash.
How did I get here?
Just a few years ago I was a certified
loser...
I never had the guts to talk to a girl this hot... let alone make a move on
her... or believe she would want me.
Now, there's a smoking hot 21 year old girl pawing at my crotch and asking
if she can please, PRETTY PLEASE feel me in her mouth...
This is the kind of girl I used to jerk off to in Victoria’s Secret catalogs as a
teenager...
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She is literally a model... guys around the world would do ANYTHING for
her...
They clamor to take her photograph... to buy her things... to tell her how
beautiful she is...
They tell she deserves to be treated like a princess...
And I'm not gonna lie, she certainly looks like a princess...
She's a “perfect ten.”
A total catch.
A beautiful, sweet, innocent young girl...
At least that's how she looks on the surface...
And in the past, I would been just like those other guys...
I would have confessed her beauty... told her I'd do ANYTHING to make her
happy...
But that was the “old me”... and that guy had no idea how to ACTUALLY
make her happy…
Now, I know better.
Now I know that, just like most girls, beneath the surface...
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She's a raging ball of pent-up sexual energy, just waiting to burst...
And she doesn't need a man to tell her she's beautiful. Her modeling checks
and photographers and Instagram followers tell her that all the time...
What she desperately needs... and what she hardly ever gets... is a man
who can open her up naughty side...
… the side of her she normally keeps locked away and hidden from view...
… and let her inner Sex Kitten come out to play.
I’m standing in front of her, still holding her leash...
She paws at the front of my pants, gently... patiently... obediently..
I run my fingers through her blonde hair and rest my hand on her cheek...
my thumb over her lips...
She bites it, gently... and that's when I see it... on the inside of her lower lip.
A tiny tattoo... just 2 scripted words... hidden right beneath her innocent
smile...
It reads:
“Yes, daddy”
You've cat to be kitten me right meow...
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--------------------------------If you think that girl was unique... or that most girls would never be that
freaky and sexual with you...
Or, if you think that guy could never be you...
Think again.
No, not every girl is into bondage collars and kitten leashes. Of course not...
But yes, every girl you meet, no matter how sweet or pretty or innocent...
has a kinky, naughty, freaky side... hiding just beneath the surface.
And as a powerful, sexually confident man... YOU have the power to
bring it out in her… and to explore it with her, together.
In the following pages, I'm going to give you over 30 devastatingly
effective ways to do that.
When you use any one of these techniques, you'll be able to turn a woman
on incredibly fast and easy... and give her a sexual experience she's never
felt with any other guy before.
I hope you'll take these techniques and use them to create a life of sexual
freedom, abundance and adventure...
And of course, to bring women incredible pleasure ;-)
Just promise me one thing before you begin...
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Promise me you’re actually gonna use this material. Don't let it waste away
on a hard drive, like some forgotten impulse-buy you didn't ever take out of
the box.
This is your dating and sex life we're talking about...
The success (or failure) of your relationships depends on this...
Nothing could be more important!
So if you're as serious as I think you are... then take the first technique I'm
about to give you, go out and use it to bring a new girl into your life, and into
your bed.
Do it now.
Like, right now.
You may in fact be shocked at how easy and fun this can be...
And how quickly your life improves when you're having great sex all the
time.
Go and get it, brotha. She's waiting.
Cheers… To peace, love and rough sex,

Andrew Ryan
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The Sexual Tension Bomb
Imagine there’s a really cute girl in front of you...
And she keeps talking to you, on and on… and getting kind of nervous…
and boring…
She’s talking about her boring-ass job… and the boring-ass girl she hates at
work… and the boring-ass show she was watching on Netflix...
And you realize… shit. This boring-ass conversation ain’t going nowhere!
But then, you remember…
The Sexual Tension Bomb…
And your eyes light up because you know this is the perfect moment to use
it.
So you say to this cute girl in front of you... “Sorry… what?”... and you move
a little closer so you can hear her better...
And she repeats herself… but you still can’t hear her… so you start getting
closer and closer to her…
And you’re making very sexual eye contact… with this devilish grin on your
face… being cheeky, and playful, like you’re not really listening to her
anyways…
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You’re just nodding your head, and saying “Sorry? Huh? What? That’s really
interesting, go on… Yeah?”
And the tension between you keeps growing and growing… you can both
feel it, until…
BOOM - the sexual tension bomb goes off…
And she realizes that you’re fucking with her.
And she cracks a smile and laughs… and hits you on the shoulder for being
such a dick and not listening to her…
And now she’s forgotten what she was saying anyways…
You’ve thrown her off and made her laugh…
She’s FEELING that sexual tension…
And it’s not some massive, putting-it-all-on-the-line moment, where you
lunge in and make a “smooth move” on her…
Not at all.
It’s actually very subtle. No one else even saw it.
It was just a sexy, playful moment between you and her.
But she feels it.
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Trust me, she feels it.
And now she knows that you’re “for real.”
You’re not some boring, lets-talk-forever-and-bore-each-others-eyes-out
kind of guy…
You’re the kind of guy who’s mischievous… a little unpredictable… hard to
handle…
And incredibly sexy.
Have fun with this one…
Play around with the distance between you and the girl you are talking to…
Move apart, then get closer together… so close it throws her off… then back
away again…
Eye contact. Sexual tension. Playfulness.
It’s so effective it’s almost scary...
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She Can’t Handle You in Bed...
If you want to see a girl get really turned on around you…
As in, can’t-control-her-urges and needs-to-have-you-right-now kinda turned
on…
Then challenge her ego, in a sexual way.
Tell her she can’t handle you in bed… she’s too boring, too vanilla, too
inexperienced...
Make her prove that she’s good enough to sleep with you.
Challenge her, and make her chase you.
As always, the keys to pulling it off are non-neediness and light humor.
Never take any of this seriously, it’s just a fun little game.
For example…
“Ok I admit it, you’re pretty… but fuck, that probably means you’re super
lazy in bed, you probably just lay there and make me do all the work, I
swore I’d never date a girl like that again…”
“Whoa there, slow down with all the sex talk little lady… do you even know
more than, like, 3 positions?”
“OMG you are so vanilla…”
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“I’m taking girlfriend applications. Are you a fun person? Are you good at
giving blowjobs? Could I introduce you to my friends? All of those are
mandatory…”
“Know what I just realized… I don’t think you can handle me. I mean, not
that we’d ever actually have sex, but just imagine if we did… I would be too
much trouble, I’m just a little bit too adventurous for you…”
“Why do people settle for bad sex? Wait a minute, do you even know what
good sex is? Tell me… what’s your idea of good sex?”
Don’t be shocked when she gets angry and starts telling you how great she
is in bed… how you couldn’t handle HER… how it’s so totally “on”... etc.
Not only will she be chasing you and trying to prove herself…
She’ll also get fired up and emotional because you challenged her ego,
which is always a good thing - seduction is all about pushing her
emotional buttons… even the angry ones.
And… she’s gonna be thinking about the two of you having sex.
Win - Win - Win.
This is also a great way to handle a girl who’s giving you shit…
For example, sometimes a girl will tell me “just so you know, I’m not gonna
sleep with you tonight…”
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Which is great, because that means she’s thinking about sleeping with me…
So instead of freaking out, I’ll challenge her:
“Well, not with that attitude you’re not.”
Or…
“Hold on a second… sleep with me? What makes you think you even could?
Did I say I wanted to?”
Or…
“Did I say we were gonna sleep together? I doubt you could even handle it if
we did… I need to see a little bit more from you before we even go there
missy…”
Or...
“Wait a minute, you’re already thinking about sleeping with me? Slow down,
aren’t you gonna buy me a drink and seduce me first?”
You get the idea. Challenge her. Let her know that you are the one with the
sexual power.
Make her prove that she’s good enough to sleep with you. Then reward her
when she does. Make her feel good for jumping through your hoops…
How should you make her feel good? I’ll let you figure out how to do that ;)
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Get Her Dripping Wet with Anticipation...
Imagine the following…
Imagine that feeling when you first discover a really hot porn video. Before
you even do anything about it... just the thrill of finding it and realizing how
hot it is… how much it turns you on… and then… the hunger to find more…
Imagine that feeling when you realize a girl is about to go down on you for
the first time. Before you actually feel her lips on you… just knowing that
she’s going down there… and your heart starts racing with excitement for
what’s about to happen next…
Imagine that moment when you’re hooking up with her in bed… and she
raises her hips, ever so slightly… so you can slide her panties off… and you
know you’re about to get some...
What do all these things have in common? What is it that gives you that
euphoric feeling? Why is it such a “rush”?
Anticipation.
This is a HUGE part of arousal, and you can use it to make a girl feverishly
horny, dripping wet, and sexually crazy for you…. any time you want.
See, it’s not always the physical part of sex that is such a turn on… it’s the
anticipation leading up to it.
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That “rush” you feel is actually the release of dopamine in your brain - the
chemical that makes you want to chase things…
For example, as anyone who has watched too much porn will tell you… it’s
not the actual orgasm that’s driving them... it’s the feeling they get from
hunting and searching for more...
It’s not the reward itself that feels so good… it’s the anticipation that
comes before it.
I highly suggest you keep this in mind when talking to a woman... and do
everything in your power to tease her and make her anticipate what’s going
to happen next.
Practice the art of the “tease”... and don’t let her actually get what she wants
until she’s had time to anticipate it… long for it… BEG for it...
How? Plant the idea in her mind of what’s going to happen… and then leave
it there. Let it simmer for a while.
For example...
5 minutes into meeting her - “I can already tell our first kiss is going to be
amazing. Anyways...”
Texting her to set up a date - “Just so you know, I may attempt to sneak a
kiss or two… fair warning.”
On your first date - “You know what really turns me on about you…? Never
mind, I don’t want you to stop doing it... I’ll tell you later.”
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Meeting up somewhere crowded - “I’m by the bar… Come find me and you
might just get the sexiest kiss of all time… or maybe just a drink ;)”
Before seeing her for a second date - “Just FYI... you know you’re getting
the best kiss ever when you see me, right?”
Flirting with her at a party - “That’s it, we need a time out… But I’m coming
back over here in 10 minutes… and it’s gonna be ON.” - then come back in
10, tap your watch, smile, and take her somewhere…
Make sense?
Tease her… get her thinking about something sexual… then leave it
hanging.
Leave her with an “open loop” and she’ll keep thinking about you… and
thinking about you… and going crazy with anticipation… feeling that rush of
endorphins as she knows you’re getting closer and closer…
And when she finally sees you…?
FIREWORKS.
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Ask these 3 innocent questions to get laid tonight
Imagine going out tonight, walking up to a hot girl…
… and knowing that in just a matter of hours she’ll be sliding off her clothes
and slipping between the sheets with you.
For the rest of the world, that’s a pipe dream... the kind of thing that only
happens in movies…
But for YOU… that’s your reality from now on, my friend.
Because you’re about to learn the 3 Innocent Questions that lead to Same
Night Sex…
And as wild as that sounds… it’s actually stupidly simple. It just takes a little
bit of foresight and planning.
Here are the 3 basic types of questions - just ask them over the course of a
normal 5-10 minute conversation.
1… Who did you come here with?
2… How close are you to those people?
3… What’s your plan for tonight/tomorrow?
Depending on the girl and the way things are going, you’ll work those into
the conversation in different ways.
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What you want to figure out ASAP are her “logistics”... This is incredibly
important, and something most guys completely miss.
You need to figure out the likelihood of her going home with you tonight. Is it
gonna be really easy for her, or are there some major barriers in the way?
And you want to figure that out fast… so you don’t waste your time on a girl
who will never be able to leave with you.
Ever done that? It sucks, doesn’t it? To spend hours talking to a girl who
really likes you… and you totally think it’s “on” and you’re gonna hook up
with her…
Then her friends drag her away at the end of the night and you’re left with
nothing…
So first order of business, you need to weed those girls out and only talk to
girls who are totally free to do whatever they want tonight.

Ask these types of things to figure out which type of girl she is… and
obviously, don’t grill her with questions, just work them naturally into the
conversation.
“So who did you come here with?”
“Where did you all come here from?”
“Did you guys drive here?”
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“Is your night all planned out or are you just going with the flow?”
“Are you working tomorrow morning?”
“Are you and all your friends really close?”
“Would you say you’re super fun and spontaneous, or more of the loyal,
stick with your best friends and get them home safe type of girl?”
“What’s your plan for the night?”
For example, if she’s the designated driver for a big group of drunk,
dramatic girls, and she lives 60 minutes away… and she has to get up early
to work in the morning…
Then it’s going to be almost impossible to sleep with her that night...
On the other hand… if she’s just out for some drinks, seeing where the night
takes her, and she’s not that married to the people she came with…
Then there’s nothing standing in the way of a fun time… and it’s very likely
she’ll go home with you. After all, you’re sexually confident and seductive as
f@#k… why wouldn’t she?
The point is - ask these things up front so you weed out the girls who are
wasting your time, and focus on the ones that are already down to have fun
with you… no barriers, no hesitation, no resistance.
Date smarter, not harder, my friend.
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How to Make Out With a Girl in 60 Seconds or Less
This one is extremely fun, and way easier than you think…
But there’s one catch.
To pull this off, you have to pick the right girl. It doesn’t work on just
anybody.
Next time you’re out at a social venue – bar, club, party, etc. – look around
and you’ll notice that there are at least one or two girls there who are
actively looking to hookup with someone.
They’re not looking for a long conversation or a lot of fluff and small talk.
In fact, they will probably get bored out of their mind if you try to talk to them
forever...
These girls just want a man who’s going to take them and show them a
good time.
They are 100% ready to be seduced, you just have to put yourself in front of
them and let them know you are the guy they’ve been waiting for.
How do you spot these girls? Look for a few of these signals at once:
>> Looking around the room a lot, like she’s not that invested in the people
she came with.
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>> Standing alone or with just one other girl, body language open to the
room, not closed off or in a private conversation… like she’s inviting
someone to approach her.
>> Standing very close to you for no reason.
>> Brushing up against you.
>> Making powerful, wide-eyed, deep eye contact with you while you’re
talking (anime eyes).
>> Leaning in very close to you while talking.
>> Checking you out multiple times (if you get *that feeling* you’re being
looked at, trust your instinct).
>> Looking at your lips while you’re talking.
>> And the biggest signal – she’ll make eye contact with you and then look
down (it means she’s attracted – it’s an emotional eye-accessing cue that
cannot be faked).
Here’s how to make out with that girl in 60 seconds or less.
Walk up to her, make strong, dominant eye contact... and say “I have to tell
you a secret.”
Then take her hands, put them around your neck, lean in… and say the
following into her ear:
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“We’re going to have a secret kiss right now, and it’s going to feel amazing,
and nobody is going to know about it except for you and me.”
Your faces will already be so close together… it’s a very smooth transition
to slide from talking into her ear to kissing her.
If you picked the right girl, it will work. It’s literally exactly why she came out
tonight – to make out with a cool guy like you.
And I’ll let you take it from there, boss.
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“Oral Inception” [gets you more Blowjobs]
Let’s talk about blowjobs. Specifically, getting more of them, and having her
LOVE doing it.
First, you should know that at least 70% of women love giving head, and a
good percentage more can be taught to love it…
So this isn’t like you’re forcing her to do something she doesn’t already
wanna do…
But if you approach this wrong, her inner slut - the part of her that loves
sucking and slobbering and swallowing cock - will stay hidden away from
you.
And she’ll only let it out when she’s alone with her toys… or with another
guy who knows how bad she wants it.
I used to get this wrong all the time...
And that’s because, in the past, I thought I had to do something first to
“earn” it from a girl (totally wrong).
For example, I used to always go down on a girl first because I thought that
if I gave her pleasure, she’d give me pleasure.
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But it hardly ever worked that way… I would go down on a girl, and she
would either leave me hanging (and call me a real sweet nice guy, ugh)...
Or, she would give me head in return, but it totally SUCKED (pun intended).
And that’s because “I’ll do you and then you do me” is NOT sexy… it’s
logical and transactional.
She’s only doing it because she thinks she owes you, and it won’t be that
good anyways because her emotions aren’t involved.

That’s called “obligation head” and it’s never that great...
The sad thing is, over 70% of women say they LOVE giving blowjobs… you
just need to know how to get her into it.
Here’s the secret… people are always the most motivated to do things that
make them feel good.
So, if you want your girl to worship your cock and absolutely love it…
You want to associate HER pleasure with YOUR cock in her mouth.
Get her to admit that she loves it… to accept that she wants it… and to
know that she can have it right now.
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You do this by talking about it in a way that gets her to imagine the whole
experience of giving you a blowjob… feeling it and experiencing it
mentally… and framing that experience as something she really enjoys.
Don’t worry, I’m gonna tell you how that goes, word for word. You can thank
my good friend Adam Lyons for teaching me this one…
You - “You know what, I just don’t understand blowjobs”
Her - “What do you mean you don’t understand?”
You - “I mean, I get what it is… I don’t understand why girls love giving
blowjobs… Like, I hear this thing about how women love giving

blowjobs, and I just can’t imagine… the idea of something soft in your

mouth, that just goes deeper and deeper, and gets harder and harder,
and the taste…”

You can carry that out and describe it as much as you want. Then, you
wanna pause and really let that image sink in.
Then...
You - “I don’t know, it doesn’t seem that appealing to me… why do girls
enjoy that so much?”
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You want her to start telling you why giving a blowjob is so enjoyable, in
her opinion.

At this point she will… A, start trying to convince you of why girls like giving
blowjobs, and B, get excited to show you what she means…
Make sense? The idea is to get her to imagine giving you a blowjob, and to
tell you why it feels so good....
Then she’ll want to stay consistent with that...
Lead her mind and her body will follow… ;-)
Pro tip - don’t have this conversation in public. Wait until you’re alone
somewhere, so she can take your pants off and show you exactly why she
loves giving blowjobs so much.
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Guaranteed Sex on the First Date (and nude pics)
What if I told you there was a way to make a girl feel 99% certain she wants
to sleep with you...
Before you even meet her for a first date?
As crazy as it sounds, you can actually make a girl insanely turned on… and
even start to fall for you...
All thru tiny little text messages, sent from the cell phone in your pocket right
now.
Here’s the secret…
The first place a woman gets turned on… is inside her imagination.
So if you can make her imagination start to go wild with thoughts of you…
you can make her want to sleep with you.
The thing is, it can’t be super obvious that you are “trying” to turn her on…
otherwise her logical mind will get engaged and nothing will happen.
(yawn… boring).
So the best way to trigger her sexual imagination… without her knowing that
you’re doing it…
Is when you are NOT there.
And text messaging is the PERFECT way to do this.
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Sending her the right kind of text is like slipping through her tiny little
handheld device and into her imagination… and pushing whatever buttons
you feel like pushing.
The effect is astronomical - it’s the difference between meeting up for coffee
with a “lukewarm” girl who kinda likes you but maybe not…
Or having that same girl texting you at 3 am because she’s lonely… and
she’s lying awake in bed… and she can’t stop wishing you were right there
next to her...
No joke, when your “text game” is on-point, this is the kind of stuff girls will
send you:

FYI, this is a screenshot of a text conversation with a girl I had NOT slept
with yet...
She goes on…

See what she’s saying about how she loves the way I text her…?
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Our conversation continues, until finally, she sends me this:

We met up for drinks the next day and had sex like bunny rabbits all night.
And it’s 90% thanks to all the sexual build-up over the phone. THAT’S how
powerful text messaging can be.
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More:
One of the best ways to tickle her sexual imagination and get her CHASING
you over text…
Is to have her send you pictures of herself.
But the trick is, do NOT ask for a sexy picture right away. It’s too much, too
soon, and she’ll feel awkward and say no.
You need to build up to that… here’s how.
Start by asking for a “cute” picture, and give her an innocent reason why
you need it.
** Psychologists have proven over and over again that adding a “why” to a
request makes people 10 times more likely to say “yes” **
So you would start by texting her something like…
“Hey, send me a cute picture so I can use it for your contact photo thingy.”
It’s an innocent, easy request, and she will say yes (go ahead and send her
a pic of you as well, it’s only fair).
Also, you’re not being sexual or coming onto her...
IMPORTANT…
After she sends you a cute pic, you need to REWARD her for it! Don’t just
ignore it and move on.
Tell her something like… “ummm, could you be any cuter? Jeez now I can’t
even focus on work, thanks a lot ;-)”
It’s really important that you make her feel good for sending you a pic.
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Make her feel desired… appreciated… teased… maybe even a little hot and
bothered...
Because now, she’s gonna want to send you MORE pics later on…
You see where we’re going with this, right?
This technique is called compliance.
First, you ask for something small, like a cute pic.
Then you reward her for complying…
And then you ask for something more… and so on and so forth.
Now, she’s gonna love sending you pics, and she’ll want to do it more and
more…
Especially later on in the evening, or when she’s bored at work… and she’s
getting kinda horny thinking about you…
I do this all the time, as a habit… and girls will send me hot selfies without
me even asking for it, just because they were thinking about me and wanted
to get my attention.
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EXPLICIT Examples below…
Sometimes you can give her some playful encouragement and see what
she comes up with:

Or you can tease her and see if she sends a pic on her own…
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Sometimes you don’t even have to say anything, she’ll just send you a hot
selfie from home because she wants to get your attention late at night:

But no matter what, ALWAYS make sure you compliment her and make her
feel sexy and appreciated for sending you a pic:
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She’s sending it because she wants that reaction from you. It turns her on to
know that she is turning YOU on.
Do this right, and by the time she meets up with you… she’s already
decided that she wants to sleep with you.
So you don’t have to do much, or “try” very hard to get her into bed… just
show up and be your charming self.
Pretty cool, right? Instead of stressing out over a date, or worrying about
rejection… just send her the right texts and 90% of the work is already
done-for-you.
Yep, hooking up with hot girls just got a whole lot easier for you, and a LOT
more fun…
Enjoy, and don’t do anything I wouldn’t do ;-)
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#1 “Guaranteed Kiss” Technique [Always Works]
This is the #1 way to make her want to kiss you.
You may have heard of this before - it’s called “Triangulation.” You can
thank my good friend Joshua Pellicer for teaching me this.
Here’s what you do:
While she’s talking, start looking back and forth between her right eye, her
left eye, and her mouth. Your eyes will trace a triangle between the three
(the order doesn’t matter).
This is how you say “I want to kiss you” in body language.
You want to start doing this when you are already close to each other and
feeling the vibe…
99 times out of 100, she will start “mirroring” the same thing back to you…
especially, looking at your lips.
When that happens, kiss her immediately!
If you’re nervous, or you just want to make her come to you… you can also
say something like “it’s okay, you can kiss me. I want to kiss you too.”
This is too easy, and it works every time.
Anytime you’re talking to a girl and asking yourself “should I kiss her” – do
this!
Also – if you notice her looking at your lips like this, at any point, even if you
didn’t initiate, it means you should have kissed her 5 minute ago. Go for it.
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*Note - pay attention next time you watch a show or movie where the actors
are about to kiss…
You’ll see them “triangulating” a lot because they are trained to
communicate sexual tension through their body language in a performance.
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The “Almost Kiss”
My good friend Greg Greenway taught me this one.
You’re going to create an insane amount of sexual tension, without ever
touching her… just getting to the point where you “almost kiss.”
Here’s how it goes:
You - “Ok, are you feeling this tension? This is driving me crazy. I think it’s
time for an almost-kiss.”
Girl - “What’s that mean?”
You - “Okay, you’ve got to pinky-swear promise me that you’re NOT going
to kiss me, because I am NOT going to kiss you.”
Girl - “Hahah okay…”
You - “For real, I have a rule – I don’t have sex on the first date – but I really
have to relieve some of this tension between us because it’s driving me
crazy. Just promise me you will NOT kiss me.”
Girl - “Okay, I pinky promise.”
Now, you lean in… closer and closer… with strong, sexual eye contact…
And you keep getting closer, as if you’re going to kiss her… so close there’s
only a quarter of an inch between your lips and hers…
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And then…
You just…
STOP.
And hold it there.
POW – massive sexual tension. You’re gonna FEEL the electricity going
back and forth in the tiny gap between your lips and hers.
After a moment, you pull away.
It’s best if you’re the one to pull away first, and leave her just sitting there…
Eyes closed… smiling… enjoying the naughty fantasy you just installed in
her mind with that one little move.
You can do it multiple times, or just once…
But you shouldn’t be shocked when the tension gets to be too much for her
to handle…
There’s gonna be so much sexual energy coursing through her body, she’ll
feel like she has no choice but to throw her excuses and flimsy “rules” aside
and just TAKE you...
The first time I tried this was at a house party.
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The girl took me by the hand, pulled me into a spare bedroom, shoved her
tongue down my throat and started furiously undoing my belt buckle. You
can imagine what happened next…
Since then, some of my quickest, most explosive hookups have been from
using the “Almost Kiss.” It’s incredibly powerful.
When you use this - this is KEY – if she tries to kiss you the first time, pull
back and don’t let her.
Smile and tease her. Keep the tension going a little longer. Let her know
that you’re a man who owns his sexual power.
She’s going to stutter, she’s going to blush, and she’s going to love it.
Nice work, you seductive bastard. Nice work...
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The “No Lips” Kiss
I stole this one from a Jennifer Aniston movie. It’s money. Here’s what you
do…
Start by saying “I saw this crazy cool trick in a movie once, check this out…”
Then you’re gonna set up a playful little “con”... and she’s probably gonna
know you’re messing with her, but she’ll never figure it out, so really amp up
the teasing here.
Here’s the con…
“I bet you a dollar I can kiss you, right now, without our lips ever touching.”
Sounds impossible, right? How can you kiss someone without touching your
lips?
So you really want her to be confused, like.. “WTF, how is this even
possible.”
Play it up with a cocky attitude… if she’s really so confident you can’t do it,
then why not take the bet? Come on, you scared?
Tease her and make her nervous first… this is all about anticipation.
Once she agrees, have her close her eyes, and then lean in and get really
close to her.
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You can even keep telling her… “I’m not gonna kiss you…”
Maybe take her by the hands... or put your arms around her waist… touch
your forehead to hers... grab her hair by the roots and tug on it lightly…
Make it really sexy, and slow, and intimate… and really take your time to
draw out the sexual tension as much as possible…
Then, right at the peak… when you feel like you just can’t take it anymore…
KISS HER.
And kiss her full-on, with passion, like you mean it.
She’s not gonna resist… she’s already gonna be incredibly turned on
because of all the sexual energy you just created.
You should be the one to pull away first.
When she opens her eyes, hand her the dollar with a smile, and tell her it
was worth every penny.
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The Silent Kiss
I have a friend, we’ll call him James. James is very shy and introverted (like
me).
He doesn’t get out much, which is a shame, because he’s actually very
confident once you get to know him. He’s also not aware that women find
his shyness kind of adorable.
One time, James and I were on vacation and we went to a bar. The place
was full of smoking-hot girls in bikini tops and shorts who had just come in
from the beach.
James was anxious. He kept fumbling his words and struggling to talk to
people. I remember he was pounding Coronas like a champion.
He seemed to think that the next beer would be the one to push him over
the edge and make him become extroverted.
That liquid courage always seems to be just one more beer away, doesn’t
it?
After one particularly awkward interaction, he asked for my advice.
I knew he needed to get his confidence going, so I gave him a mission to
complete.
He thought it was crazy, but I promised him it would work if he just trusted
me.
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Following my advice, he walked over to this gorgeous brunette who was
standing to the side of the bar.
He looked her in the eyes and smiled, took her by the hands, gently, and
wrapped both her arms around his neck.
And then he just stood there, looking into her eyes and smiling, not saying a
word.
After a moment or two, the girl smiled, leaned in, and started kissing him.
Ten minutes later, he came back over to me.
Puzzled, I asked him what the girl had said.
He told me – “I have no idea. She doesn’t speak any English.”
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The “Smirking Eyes” - Turn Her on Without Ever
Touching Her
This is a powerful way to create sexual tension out of thin air.
Ideally you want to be in a one-on-one conversation, close enough to kiss
her… but you don’t have to be. I’ve seen this work from across a crowded
restaurant.
Here’s what you do…
While you’re talking, look her directly in the eyes, smile… and get yourself
into an aroused state of mind.
This should be easy… just stop resisting your urges and fantasize for a
second.
Imagine her naked, or taking off her clothes…
Imagine her blowing you, or bent over the bed screaming your name…
Do all of this, while smiling and looking directly into her eyes…
Here’s what will happen…
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You’re going to “transfer” some of that sexual energy over to her… and
she’ll start to feel turned on too.
She won’t know why, but trust me, she’ll feel it.
People can pick up on how you’re feeling through your eyes… they are
called the “windows to the soul.”
I won’t bore you with the science behind this, but just know that there are
thousands of tiny “micro-expressions” in your face, which are involuntary…
You can’t control them, they are controlled by your emotional state.
And people can not only read those microexpressions very accurately…
They will feel an involuntary urge to “mirror” the way you are feeling (there
are actual cells in the brain called mirror neurons that do this).
That’s why you suddenly feel an urge to yawn when someone else yawns,
for example…
Or why you feel pain in your balls just by seeing another guy get kicked
there.
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Emotions can be contagious, like that. Which means...
When you get turned on and make strong eye contact with her, she can
sense it...
And she’ll start to get turned on while talking to you, without really knowing
why.
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How to Get Her to Make The First Move On You,
Every Time
I was always taught that it’s the man’s job to make the first move.
Sexually speaking, I would always get so nervous when I liked a girl…
My inner dialogue sounded like:
“Should I hold her hand now…?”
“Would it be weird if I put my arm around her?”
“Is this the right time to ‘escalate’ physically?”
“Am I touching her too much… or not enough?”
“Should I kiss her now?”
I was afraid of getting rejected, always in my head, worried about how to
“make the first move.”
You can imagine what that did to my confidence, and my charisma.
Now, I don’t worry about any of that. Why not? Because I found a shortcut.
It’s easy, it gets a girl to always make the first move on you, and it’s
ridiculously fun and mischievous.
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What’s the shortcut?
I get the girl to touch me first, and I blame her for trying to seduce me, pick
me up, get in my pants, etc.
Instead of worrying about how I should touch her, I literally take her hands
and put them all over me…
And I playfully accuse her of being a pervert while I’m doing it.
For example…
*Holding her hand* -- “Aww, you’re so sweet holding my hand like that… I
mean, it’s cool, I like you too, I guess…”
*Putting her hand on my ass and squeezing it* -- “Oh my god, stop trying to
turn me on… it’s totally NOT working…”
*Taking her hands and putting them on my belt buckle* -- “You are such a
pervert, you girls… you’ve got one-track minds, always thinking of one thing
only…”
Don’t worry about where to touch her or how to “escalate”... that’s weird,
lame, robotic “PUA” stuff.
Instead, flip the whole thing upside down and make her touch you first.
And wherever she touches you… it’s fair game on her.
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More examples…
>> Tell the girl to kiss you on the cheek… then tell her that was okay, but
she can do better, try again…
>> Tell her to bite you on the neck… harder… like she means it!
>> Tell her you’re celibate… but if she must, she can go ahead and try her
best to turn you on…
There’s a funny little “switch” that gets flipped in her mind when you do
things like this…
Her subconscious mind will ask... “why am I touching this guy?”
And then it will instantly answer… “because he’s hot and I want him”
Because she’s already doing the things she would normally do with a guy
she wanted to sleep with…
Lead the body, and the mind will follow.
Just don’t be a weirdo about it, okay?
I’ve met way too many creepy “PUA” types who are obsessed with all the
places they are going to touch and escalate on a girl… like some sort of
sex-starved robot.
Don’t be a sex starved robot.
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Be a sexy, confident human.
Anyways, don’t worry, if you don’t know what PUA stands for, you’re
probably not one of those guys.
Just remember… this is a fun little game, nothing more. It’s playful,
non-needy, mischievous...
Make it fun for you, and it will be fun for her.
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When She Says “I Have Rules”
So there I am, finally hooking up with this gorgeous brunette, Annie.
We’re alone in my bedroom after an epic first date.
I’m laying down and she’s sitting on top of me, grinding in my lap like a
cowgirl on ecstasy.
I can feel her 36-DD breasts against my face through her tight black t-shirt...
She grabs the bottom of her shirt and slowly starts to take it off…
Then she STOPS.
And she says to me…
“I have rules… no sex on the first date.”
Man, if I had a dollar for every time a girl said that, I’d have, like… two or
three hundred dollars by now.
The good news is, she wasn’t serious… because I knew just what to say to
turn her on… and 60 seconds later, she was breaking her “rules” and
ripping off the rest of her clothes.
I’ll tell you what I said to her in a second, but first…
Here’s why girls say “I have rules”
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When she’s getting turned on, and thinking of doing something naughty with
you…
There’s a little voice in her head that speaks up.
And it tells her things like…
“What if he doesn’t call you tomorrow?”
“What if you fall for him too fast?”
“What if he thinks you’re too easy?”
“What if your friends think you’re a slut?”
“What if he doesn’t respect you?”
“What if this is a big mistake?”
“What if he sucks in bed?”
“What if he doesn’t like how you look naked?”
And it goes on and on…
YOUR job is to help her ignore that voice.
Because it’s the only thing keeping you and her from having an amazing
sexual experience together.
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But you can’t force her… that just makes the walls go up even higher. You
have to show her that it’s okay and INVITE her to let those walls come
down...
Be a man and take charge of the situation.
Gently, of course. And ALWAYS with consent.
Meaning - a hard “NO” is a hard “NO” - respect the girl and stop when she
wants to stop.
But… many, many times, she doesn’t really want you to stop, she just wants
to know that this isn’t a mistake and she’s not gonna regret it.
And when you take charge of the situation and show her she’s in good
hands, most of those “rules” melt away...
For example, here’s what happened with Annie…
When she says... “I have rules… no sex on the first date.”
I look her right in the eyes…
I flash my most devious, charming smile…
And I say…
“Stop.”
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She looks down at me, dripping with anticipation, and I say…
“When you’re in MY bedroom… I make the rules. And here’s rule #1… if you
really want this to stop, that’s okay, just say stop, at any time… and we’ll go
back to just chatting and talking, nothing sexual… deal?”
“Yes…” she says.
“But I think we both know… you don’t want me to stop, do you…?”
She thinks for a moment, smiles, and says… “No… don’t stop.”
“Good girl,” I tell her. “Now, remind me again… who makes the rules?”
“You do…” she’s closing her eyes now, and moaning a little…
“Say it again, louder this time.”
“You do”... she opens her eyes, extremely excited now… and totally
submissive... “You make the rules”
“Good…” I tell her. “Now, take off your shirt.”
She smiles, and slowly takes her shirt off…
She takes my hands and puts them on her breasts, which are beyond
perfect...
Then she looks down at me and says…
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“Yes, master. What do you want me to do next?”
And I’ll leave the rest of that story to your imagination, brotha!
Bottom line:
Don’t freak out when she says “I have rules.”
Reframe the situation so she knows that you are in control, and that’s okay
because you respect her.
She needs to know that she can stop this at any time… but she doesn’t
really want that, because you’re going to make this an amazing experience
for her...
This is a common situation but it’s nothing to lose sleep over… it’s just
another chance for you to show her what kind of guy you are.
She wants to experience your masculinity, and dominance, and power.
And to know you’re a man she can TRUST to take control.
So that she can relax and let go, and do all those naughty things she’s been
thinking about since she met you.
You’re the man.
Make it happen.
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When She Says “I’m Not Sleeping With You Tonight”
We’ve all been there.
Everything’s going well… she’s totally into you and you’re getting excited
about what’s gonna happen next…
Then, she hits you with it…
The most boner-killing line of all time:
“Just so you know, I’m not sleeping with you tonight.”
Gawd that sucks.
Or… at least, it used to suck.
But now, I know exactly what to say and what to do to reframe this little
“test”... and both of us can get exactly what we want - great sex.
Now we’ve already talked about this, but it always bears repeating - never
be pushy about sex, and always respect a girl who says “no.”
You’re a sexual guy, not a desperately horny guy (or worse, a potential
rapist).
And she needs to know that even though you WANT her… you don’t NEED
her.
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So you’re totally fine if you don’t get laid.
In fact, you’re MORE than fine… because you’re a hot guy, you get laid all
the time.
SHE’S the one who’s gonna be missing out… and SHE’S the one who
needs to get laid tonight… right?
Well, don’t let her miss out unless she absolutely has to.
It wouldn’t be the gentlemanly thing to do...
Instead, HELP her get past her own “no sex tonight” pre-programmed BS…
so she can finally experience what it’s like to be with a man like you who
owns his sexual power and knows exactly what she wants in bed…
Here’s how it’s gonna work:
You need to reframe her resistance, so instead of it feeling like a
confrontation, it feels like cooperation.
Because right now, she’s framing “you and me having sex” as something
combative - that you are taking from her, trying to “get some” or “get in
her pants” and she’s gonna have to “give it up”... all things that make sex
feel like a battle.
But you and I both know… sex is a cooperative act. WE both do it
TOGETHER.
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It should never feel like “You VS Me”... it should feel like “Us VS Everyone
else”... or even just us “Us together.”
So you need to reframe the way she is looking at things.
BUT... you can’t do that by meeting her objection head-on and trying to
argue with her, prove her wrong, pick a fight, get all bitchy, etc…
That’s what most guys do, and that’s what she expects you to do, too.
Instead, you’re gonna do what no other guy does…
But first, what do I mean by “reframing?” Well, Imagine that her frame of
mind is like a speeding car… and you need to turn the wheel so it’s going a
different direction.
But if you jerk the wheel too fast, the car is gonna skid out, flip over and
crash and burn…
Instead, you turn the wheel gradually… slowly… until you’re going in the
right direction, and nobody felt a thing.
So… she says “I’m not sleeping with you tonight.”
And you don’t wanna argue or “jerk the wheel too hard”... so what do you
do?
You do what no other guy ever does…
You agree with her.
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“You’re totally right.”
(women LOVE when you tell them they’re right, by the way)
Then, you start to turn the wheel in your direction, and slowly but surely, you
assume control of the car.
“In fact, I was just about to say the same thing to you… how about we make
a deal, is that cool?”
Her - “Yeah, sure, what do you mean?” (now she is reacting to you and
following your lead, instead of the other way around - you are gaining
control of the car)
“Let’s both agree… that we are not gonna do anything together unless we
are both totally comfortable… do we have a deal?”
Her - “Okay, deal!”
Now, something HUGE just happened in this conversation - did you
see it?
It was subtle, but incredibly powerful…
The entire frame of the conversation has shifted… from “you and I”... to
“US”.
I’ll play that back again, with highlights:
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“Let’s both agree… that we are not gonna do anything together unless we
are both totally comfortable… do we have a deal?”
Count em up… that’s SEVEN different ways that I’ve framed our
conversation in terms of “Us”... “We”... doing things “together”
And she agreed to it… because who wouldn’t? It’s an incredibly kind,
respectful and innocent thing to suggest.
But now, she’s starting to see things MY way instead of hers… she’s
starting to let ME drive the car.
See how that works?
99 times out of 100, that technique will completely destroy her “no sex
tonight” excuse.
Keep framing things that way, and she may never go back to her old way of
thinking again...
Isn’t that kind of a fucking amazing GIFT you can give her? I think it is...
She doesn’t even realize it yet, but she’s living in my world now.
And I’ll be honest, my world is better.
I mean, which world would you rather live in? A world where men and
women are all awkward and scared of having sex with each other, so they
put up all these walls and rules that keep them from ever experiencing real
pleasure, love or intimacy?
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Or… a world where men and women can explore sex together in a safe,
fun, cooperative way that feels amazing and doesn’t hurt anyone?
It’s a no-brainer...
And trust me, she will THANK you for opening her up to a better way of
thinking.
Probably by rocking your world in bed, immediately if not sooner.
You’re welcome ;-)
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Sex in Her HEAD Leads to Sex in Her BED
Here’s a shocking fact:
Did you know… that a girl’s mind doesn’t actually know the difference
between actually having sex, or just vividly imagining it?
Obviously, she knows the difference on the surface. Consciously… But
deep down in her subconscious mind, where all her sexual desire comes
from, imagining sex with you is the same as actually doing it.
That’s how powerful the female imagination can be.
Why does that matter? Because…
If you can get her to imagine having sex with you, it’s gonna make her just
as turned on and horny for you as the real thing… and you can do it without
ever touching her.
Here’s how…
Over the course of a conversation, you want to ask her questions that get
her to imagine sexual things.
You don’t have to tell her WHAT to imagine… just lead her there, and let her
mind start thinking about it.
For example, if you ask a girl “what’s the craziest you’ve ever gotten when
you first started hooking up with someone?” - she’s gonna start thinking
about a time when that happened, in her imagination.
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You might even add “you don’t have to tell me if you don’t want to, I’m just
really curious.”
And even if she never answers the question, you know she’s still thinking
about it.
But she most likely will answer, and it will open up a fun sexual conversation
where you can both talk about what kinds of things you’ve done, what turns
you on, what she likes, etc…
Another example - ask her what kind of porn she likes, or what kind of Fan
Fiction she reads (literotica).
Even if she’s shy and doesn’t answer, you KNOW she’s still thinking about
it… and the point is that she’s thinking about it, not that she’s telling you.
More examples to trigger her sexual imagination…
“What’s your favorite place to be kissed, besides on the lips?”
“What’s the craziest place you’ve ever had sex?”
“What’s something you wish you could do when you first meet someone and
you’re really attracted to them?”
“You don’t have to tell me if you don’t want, just take a minute and think
about it…”
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“What’s something you’ve always wanted to do, for the first time with
somebody?”
“What’s your idea of good sex? Because I never want to have bad sex
again, do you? Wait, I’m not sure, maybe you’re someone who doesn’t
know what good sex is…. Okay, tell me, what’s your idea of great sex?”
Why you MUST talk dirty to her… and 5 little words no girl can resist.
I like to talk about sex. A lot...
And I admit, my newsletters and my products are very X-rated.
But there’s a good reason for it:
I want you to have the kind of killer sexual confidence that most guys will
never experience…
The kind of confidence where you look a girl straight in the eyes… and you
KNOW, without a shadow of doubt, that you can rock her world under the
sheets.
And when she gazes back into your eyes, she sure as hell knows it, too.
That’s my goal for you.
But here’s something a lot of guys never realize…
When it comes to sex, women don’t really care that much about your
conversation skills… or how many awesome sex moves you know, or how
well-endowed you are…
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Plain and simple, what turns women on the most is DOMINANCE.
For example, here’s something I want you to say to a girl...
The next time you’re getting physical with a girl, and kissing her, touching
her, etc… and you can tell she’s getting turned on…
Right before you reach “the point of no return”... STOP.
Make her wait for it a little bit longer… Let her know you’re in control.
And then look her right in the eyes and say these 5 words:
“You are so... Fucking... MINE.”
BOOM.
No girl has ever been able to resist that.
It’s dominant, it’s powerful, it’s extremely sexual, and it NEVER fails to make
a girl wet.
Try it with the next girl you’re getting close with, you’ll see what I mean.
Just remember - you have to OWN it, 100%.
No shame in your game.
You got this, badass.
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Want more?
Here are 85 ways to dirty talk your girl into complete sexual submission:
1. You are the sexiest thing I have ever seen
2. I want you so bad
3. You look so sexy when you do that
4. It drives me crazy when you look at me that way.
5. I always get what I want.
6. You’re my bitch.
7. I adore how naughty you are.
8. Babe, you have to follow all my rules tonight.
9. I want you to undress and wait for me in the bedroom.
10. You like being told what to do, right?
11. I’m going to do whatever I want, and you’re going to do whatever I
say
12. Strip for me right now… slowly
13. Why are you not already naked?
14. When sir tells you to strip, then you strip
15. All you have to do is say stop, and I’ll stop. But we both know you
don’t want me to, isn’t that right baby?
16. You’ve been naughty again… bring me the handcuffs. Now.
17. Come to me
18. You are so fucking mine tonight.
19. Face down, ass up, hands behind your back. Good girl…
20. Is my little kitten ready to serve?
21. Your breasts are amazing
22. You have the most perfect skin
23. You taste so fucking good
24. I love admiring you… you’re my favorite possession
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25. You are such an amazing kisser
26. I love eating your pussy it tastes so good.
27. Your body is so sexy.
28. I’m so lucky right now.
29. I always feel so good around you.
30. Your mouth is so beautiful sucking me off like that.
31. I love the way you smell; I’m having such a hard time trying to not
kiss you.
32. Your body looks so sexy half dressed.
33. I want you to strip and climb on top of me
34. Touch yourself for me
35. I want you to take my cock as far down your throat as you can
36. Cum for me
37. Keep moving your tongue like that
38. Get down on your knees
39. Unzip my pants
40. Undo my belt buckle
41. Put your head down here
42. Put this cock in your mouth
43. Put your finger on your clit and touch yourself
44. Look at me
45. Open your legs
46. Show me your pussy
47. Tell me how good that feels
48. Tell me you like it
49. Tell me you're a dirty fucking whore
50. Tell me you’re mine
51. Who’s pussy is this? That’s right, it’s mine
52. You like it when a strong man fucks you hard, don't you?
53. You want this in your mouth?
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54. I love the things you do with your tongue
55. You are such a good/bad/naughty girl
56. Get on your hands and knees… now wait there for me, like a good
girl.
57. It drives me insane when you put your mouth there
58. Put that pretty little mouth on my dick
59. Swallow that cock down your throat.
60. Use more spit baby… get that cock WET.
61. Drool all over it, don’t hold back, get it wet.
62. How could I not cum in your pretty little mouth? (the first girl I said
this to told all her friends, and they agreed it was the hottest thing they
ever heard)
63. You taste sooo good
64. Tell me all the dirty little things you do when you masturbate,
naughty girl. Tell me how you play with yourself.
65. I love pleasing you…
66. I could spend hours between your legs
67. I love licking you all over.
68. I want to kiss every inch of your body
69. Lie back and shut up! I’m going to make you come until you can’t
breathe.
70. I’m going to fuck you right now.. Your pussy… or your ass…?
71. Shut the fuck up! I’ll fuck you however I want, you naughty little
whore!
72. Let’s see how many times I can make you come.
73. Don’t you dare come until I say you can…
74. You little slut, I am going to fuck you till you can’t walk
75. What a hot nasty girl you are!
76. Take that dick you nasty little whore
77. I am going to slide my cock so deep inside of you…
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78. It feels so good to be inside you
79. Your ass looks so good up in the air like that
80. That was amazing.
81. I can't move right now, I need a moment to collect myself.
82. Omg, that was the best fuck I’ve ever had. Thank you for that.
83. That was perfect.
84. Get the fuck out of my bed you perfect bitch
85. I’m kidding, get back here and lay down with me, you’re amazing, I
love you
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